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South Dakota v. Wayfair, Inc., 585 U.S. ___ (2018) - A United States Supreme Court case in which
the court held by a 5–4 majority that states may charge tax on purchases made from out-of-state
sellers, even if the seller does not have a physical presence in the taxing state.
The case requires sellers with sales of over US$100,000 or with more than 200 different transactions
shipped to addresses in a state to collect sales tax.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_Dakota_v._Wayfair,_Inc.

The South Dakota v. Wayfair case means that for a Customer-Consumer purchasing Tangible
Personal Property (Product) from an Out-Of-State Seller (Merchant) that ships the item, the Merchant
might be registered with the state to charge the Customer-Consumer their State and Local Sales Tax
on the purchase price of the Tangible Personal Property (Product) bought.
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DEFINITIONS
Sales and Use Tax (S&U) – An “Indirect Tax” paid to a governing body for the sales of certain goods
and services. Usually laws allow the seller to collect funds for the tax from the consumer at the point
of purchase. When a tax on goods or services is paid to a governing body directly by a consumer, it is
usually called a use tax. Often laws provide for the exemption of certain goods or services from sales
and use tax. A value-added tax (VAT) collected on goods and services is similar to a sales tax.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sales_tax
Use Tax – Also called Consumer Use Tax. A type of tax levied in the U.S. by numerous state
governments. It is essentially the same as a sales tax but is applied not where a product or service
was sold but where a merchant bought a product or service and then converted it for its own use,
without having paid tax when it was initially purchased. They are typically levied upon the use,
storage, enjoyment, or other consumption in the state of tangible personal property that has not been
subjected to a sales tax.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Use_tax
No Sales Tax - The five states do not have a sales tax: Alaska, Delaware, Montana, New
Hampshire and Oregon, which leaves forty-five [45] states that charge sales tax.
Sales Tax Exemption Certificates - Exemption certificates are a way for a business or organization
to attest that you are a tax exempt entity, or that you are purchasing an item with the intent to use it in
a way that has been deemed exempt from tax. In other words, sales tax exemption certificates are
your proof that you can buy an item tax free.
https://blog.taxjar.com/sales-tax-exemption-certificates
VDA (Voluntary Disclosure Agreement) - A program in the U.S. where taxpayers can receive
benefits from proactively disclosing prior period tax liabilities and to encourage companies to comply
with a state's tax laws and register to collect and remit sales tax.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voluntary_disclosure_agreement
Home Rule State - A state with self-administered local taxing authorities (cities, counties, or special
tax jurisdictions) that have chosen to collect and administer sales or use tax independently from the
state. Self-administered jurisdictions within these states may require separate returns.
Home Rule States: Alabama, Alaska (localities impose tax), Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, and Louisiana.
https://help.avalara.com/Frequently_Asked_Questions/Product_and_Service_Taxability_FAQ/What_are_home_rule_states%3F

Economic Nexus - Having economic activity in a state, or by having income from sales to customers
in that state. Sales tax nexus is no longer solely based on having a physical presence in a state.
The Supreme Court ruled in South Dakota v. Wayfair Inc. that a state is allowed to collect sales tax
from remote sellers on remote transactions, if specific amounts and thresholds are met.
All manufacturers and distributors selling B2B (Business to Business) or B2C (Business to
Consumer), are subject to consumer use tax on purchases.
https://www.infor.com/blog/how-the-sales-and-use-tax-game-is-changing-and-how-tax-compliance-through-automation-can-help
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DEFINITIONS (Continued)
Manufacturing Exemption – For example the Code of Virginia provides a liberal definition.
Virginia Code § 58.1-609.3 2 (iii) provides an exemption from sales and use tax for "machinery or
tools or repair parts thereof or replacements thereof, fuel, power, energy, or supplies, used directly in
processing, manufacturing, refining, mining or converting products for sale or resale...."
The term "Used directly" is defined in Va. Code § 58.1-602 as "those activities which are an integral
part of the production of a product, including all steps of an integrated manufacturing ... process, but
not including ancillary activities such as general maintenance or administration."
https://www.tax.virginia.gov/laws-rules-decisions/rulings-tax-commissioner/15-154
Note: The Virginia Manufacturing Exemption starts with the handling and storage of the raw materials
and ends handling and storage of the finished products; and everything in between is exempt.
Sales Tax Exemptions on Manufacturing Equipment and Machinery - Thirty-seven [37] states
provide full exemptions from sales and use taxes on manufacturing equipment and machinery, but for
the rest of the states, the rules can be very different.
Partial Exemptions - Reduced Tax Rate – Four [4] states provide partial exemptions or offer a
reduced tax rate for machinery and equipment: California, Hawaii, Mississippi and Alabama.
No Special Tax Treatment – Four [4] states do not provide a special tax treatment for manufacturing
and machinery: Nevada, New Mexico and South Dakota, and the District of Columbia.
https://www.accountingtoday.com/opinion/sales-tax-exemptions-vary-on-manufacturing-equipment
Corporation Income Tax Return - A “Direct Tax” imposed by a jurisdiction on the income or capital
of corporations or analogous legal entities. Many countries impose such taxes at the national level,
and a similar tax may be imposed at state or local levels.
Partnerships are not taxed at the entity level, but taxed by their owners.
46 states impose state corporation taxes and 4 states do not have an income tax:
Nevada, South Dakota, Washington, and Wyoming.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corporate_tax
Corporation Tax Income - Apportionment Formulas - All states with corporation taxes use an
apportionment formula to distribute corporation tax income.
Most states use a “Three-Factor Formula,” which uses three fractions representing the ratios of a
company's Property, Payroll, and Sales within a state compared to its Total Everywhere of Property,
Payroll, and Sales.
Some states “Double weight” the Sales Factor.
https://cga.ct.gov/2012/rpt/2012-R-0414.htm
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ISSUE
Based on South Dakota v. Wayfair, Inc., 585 U.S. ___ (2018), what is a company’s potential sales tax
liability?
ANSWER
In South Dakota v. Wayfair, Inc., 585 U.S. ___ (2018), the U.S. Supreme Court provided that states
may charge tax on purchases made from out-of-state sellers, even if the seller does not have a
physical presence in the taxing state.
If a company is a manufacturer of machinery and equipment used in Industrial Manufacturing and
either sells directly to an Industrial Manufacturer or an Equipment Broker then:
1.
In thirty-seven [37] states that provide full exemptions from sales and use taxes on
manufacturing equipment and machinery, there would not be any sales tax liability.
2.
In the four [4] states that provide partial exemptions or offer a reduced tax rate for
machinery and equipment: California, Hawaii, Mississippi and Alabama, there might be
some sales tax liability.
3.
In the four [4] states do not provide a special tax treatment for manufacturing and
machinery: Nevada, New Mexico and South Dakota, and the District of Columbia there will be
a sales tax liability.
4.
In the five states do not have a sales tax: Alaska, Delaware, Montana, New Hampshire
and Oregon, there is not any sales tax liability.
5.
In ‘Home Rule States Alabama, Alaska localities impose tax, Arizona, Colorado, Idaho,
and Louisiana with self-administered local taxing authorities, like Denver, CO are allowed to
create their own laws; regardless of the state laws, there might be a sales tax liability.
SUGGESTIONS
1.
A company should be diligent to collect, save, sort, and post on a spreadsheet all Exemption
Certificates from purchasers, especially “Resale Certificates.”
2.
A company should be diligent to create systems to track all Exemption Certificates and to be
sure that there are not any missing names, dates, or signatures.
5.
A company when filing Sales Tax Returns, should list their Gross Sales in the state less the
Exempt Sales in the state to arrive at the taxable sales, which might be nominal.
4.
A company should determine in which states they meet the “Economic Nexus Threshold” to
register for Sales Tax. Some states include exempt sales when determining “Economic Nexus
Threshold.”
See the South Dakoda v. Wayfair Economic Nexus Threshold Table for each state starting on page 6.
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6.
A company should determine if they meet a state’s “Economic Nexus Threshold” to register to
collect sales tax with a VDA (Voluntary Disclosure Agreement)
This can be accomplished by reviewing their Corporation Tax Income - Apportionment Factors of
Property, Payroll, and Sales in each state.
7.

A company might determine if they should register to collect sales tax with a VDA based on if:
1. Due to the high risk of a tax assessment they should register to collect sales tax with a VDA,
2. Due to meeting the “Economic Nexus Threshold,” they should register to collect sales tax
with a VDA,
3. Just collect exemption certificates and wait, or
4. There is not any sales tax liability.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, I hope this position paper answered your question what is a company’s potential sales
tax liability from on the South Dakota v. Wayfair, Supreme Court case.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
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Sales Tax Laws By State
by Avalara - 2020
https://www.avalara.com/us/en/learn/guides/sales-tax-nexus-laws-by-state.html#lm
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South Dakota v. Wayfair Economic Nexus Threshold Table
In the second to the last column on the right titled, Exempt Transactions, I highlighted in red,
the word “Are” included in the threshold and highlighted in blue, the word “Not” included in
the threshold to file a Sales Tax Return.
Then I filtered and sorted the spreadsheet by color listing the “Are” included in the threshold
first followed by the “Not” included in the threshold or a combination of both words.
https://sovos.com/mandates/south-dakota-v-wayfair-economic-nexus-threshold-table
https://www.avalara.com/us/en/learn/guides/state-by-state-guide-economic-nexus-laws.html
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